Changes in business conditions have forced enterprises to continuously re-engineer their business processes. Traditional business process modeling approaches, being activity-centric, have proven to be inadequate for handling this re-engineering. Recent research has focused on developing data-centric business process modeling approaches based on (business) artifacts. However, formal approaches for deriving artifacts out of business requirements currently do not exist. This paper describes a method for artifact discovery and modeling. The method is illustrated with an example in the purchase order domain.
Introduction
Continuous changes in market opportunities and conditions have led enterprises to re-engineer their business processes. Typically, these business processes are modeled in an activity-centric manner. While this way of modeling is popular, it has several limitations, e.g., aligning business requirements to business processes is not simple and modifying these processes mid-stream is cumbersome. A datacentric approach through (business) artifacts [3] can address these limitations.
As in our earlier work [2] , we adopt the definition of artifact from [3] as a "concrete, identifiable, self-describing chunk of information that can be used by a business person to actually run a business". That is to say that an artifact is a self-describing collection of closely related data that represent a business record, which describes details of goods and services provided or used by the business. One would consider order and menu as artifacts when modeling a restaurant. An artifact is subject to changes that are reflected on a state transition system called Artifact Life-Cycle (ALC). Transitions between successive states in an ALC are the result of executing specific tasks in a business process.
There is an abundant literature on artifacts [1, 3, 4] . However, there is still a lack of rigorous approaches that assist those in charge of discovering and modeling artifacts We propose a method that examines the discovery of artifacts from three perspectives. The data perspective capitalizes on the data in a system and the dependencies between these data. The operation perspective capitalizes on the operations in a system and the dependencies between these operations. Out of the data and operation perspectives, two separate lists of candidate business artifacts start to emerge. Finally, the connection perspective establishes links between these two lists so that a list of final artifacts upon which the future system will be built is identified.
Our running example is a simplified purchase order scenario. A customer places an order of products via Customer-App. Based on this order, Customer-App obtains details on the customer's purchase history from CRM-App. Then Customer-App forwards these details to Billing-App, which calculates the bill based on this history (e.g., discount eligibility), and then sends the bill to CRM-App. The latter prepares the detailed purchase order and sends it to Inventory-App for order fulfillment. For the in-stock products, Inventory-App sends a shipment request to Shipper-App, which will deliver the products to the customer. For the out-of-stock products, Inventory-App sends a supply message to the requisite Supplier-App, which provides Shipper-App with the products for subsequent shipments to the customer.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the method along with a short description of the proof-of-concept prototype. Concluding remarks and future work elements are included in Section 3. Fig. 1 shows our proposed method for business artifacts discovery and modeling. The cloudy shape represents the business case-study. The ovals correspond to the beginning and end states of this method. The dashed bold-line rectangles correspond to the three perspectives mentioned in Section 1. The regular plainline rectangles correspond to the steps to carry out in each perspective. The arrowed plain-lines connect the steps of the same perspective. Finally, the arrowed dashed-lines connect the steps of separate perspectives.
Our Method
In the method, the data and operation perspectives rely on the description of the case study along with a complete understanding of other elements such as types of users and nature of business. The data perspective identifies the core data that are manipulated during users' needs satisfaction, and the dependencies between these data. This perspective leads into the data space of the case study. In parallel, the operation perspective identifies the core operations that are executed to satisfy users' needs, and the dependencies between these operations. This perspective leads into the operation space of the case study. Putting the data and operations together constitutes the basis for establishing different elements namely Big Artifact (BA), Sub Artifact (SA), F inal Artifact (FA), Data Space (DS), and Operation Space (OS).
The connection perspective connects the data-driven SAs and the operationdriven SAs together. By doing this, the SAs are refined by (1) finalizing the structure of the SAs in terms of data and operations, (2) identifying the possible interactions between the SAs, or (3) either identifying new SAs or combining some SAs into other SAs. Through this refinement, the FAs are now available.
In the method, there is one BA that represents the business case-study to examine. A BA is like a melting pot that includes all the data and operations of the case study without any distinction to their types, natures, etc.
Data Perspective
Establishing the data perspective requires three steps to be detailed hereafter.
Data space construction space step. The construction of a data space requires (1) extracting all the data d i,i=0,··· ,n of the case study from DAT A of the BA, (2) pruning these data from synonyms, homonyms, and antinomes, and 3 describing each d i ∈ DAT A using id, l, t, i, u, e structure where: (id: is a unique identifier of the data), (l: is the label of the data), (t: is the type of the data whether atomic (e.g., real) or composite (e.g., address); in case of composite, identify recursively all the constituent data until the type of these constituent data is atomic; atomic is assigned by default to any data whose type is unknown), (i: is the input value of the data whether this value is assigned or calculated), (u: is the expected use of the data, i.e., update, consultation, or both), and (e: is the restrictions put on the receiver of the data, e.g., read only, no transfer, etc.). Product, order, bill, and order list of products are examples of data extracted from the running example.
Data clustering within the data space step. To identify data-driven SAs, the different data in the data space are grouped into clusters. A cluster is a potential candidate to be a data-driven SA although the mapping is not always one-to-one. For data clustering we use dependencies between data. We define the following dependency types: Update Dependency (UD), Substitution Dependency (SD), and Removal Dependency (RD). We refine each type of dependency into strong and weak. The weak type is motivated by the restrictions that can be put on data.
An UD from d i to d j exists if the successful update of d i (i.e., value modification) triggers the update of d j . UD is weak if the successful update of d j is guaranteed regardless of the artifact that will host it once d j is separated from the artifact of d i . UD is strong if the successful update of d j is not guaranteed. By moving d j to an artifact different from the artifact of d i , there is a risk of not updating d j (due to some restrictions). Both d i and d j have to remain in the same artifact.
A SD from d i to d j exists if the unavailability of d i (due to some restrictions) makes d j available for use. SD is weak if d j is made available for consultation, only. d j could be moved to a new artifact as long as there is no-strong UD from d i to d j . SD is strong if d j is made available for both consultation and modification. Both d i and d j have to remain in the same artifact.
A RD from d i to d j exists if the deletion of d i is declared complete subject to the successful deletion of d j . RD is weak if the successful deletion of d j is guaranteed regardless of which artifact hosts d j and as long there is no-strong UD from d i to d j . RD is strong if the successful deletion of d j is not guaranteed. By moving d j to an artifact different from the artifact of d i , there is a risk of not deleting d j (due to some restrictions). Both d i and d j have to remain in the same artifact.
Before we continue describing the data clustering, some assumptions are made: (#1) If there is a dependency of type X from d i to d j , then a dependency of the same type from d j to d i will not be allowed, i.e., not commutative; (#2) If there exists a strong dependency of type X from d i to d j and another strong dependency of the same type from d j to d k , then a similar strong dependency from d i to d k will not be allowed or will be broken. The no-transitivity eases the ungrouping of data into separate clusters. Contrarily, if there exists a weak dependency of type X from d i to d j and another weak dependency of the same type from d j to d k , then a similar weak dependency from d i to d k will be formed. The transitivity eases the grouping of data into clusters; And, (#3) An artifact can limit the access to its data whether for consultation or update needs. This access concerns the operations that require artifacts in their processing.
We have developed two algorithms. The first algorithm identifies the necessary dependencies between the data of the data space. First, the algorithm determines whether the type of d i is atomic or composite. If it is composite, then the data {d j,j =i } that make up d i are determined. For each d j , a RD from d i to each d j is then established. This is because the removal of d i causes the removal of all its constituent data {d j }. It is noted that if d j had to be removed, this would make d i incomplete calling for a RD from this d j to d i . However, this contradicts Assumption #1. If the type of d i is atomic, then the algorithm determines whether the value of d i is assigned or calculated automatically. If it is the latter, then the data {d j,j =i } that contribute to the calculation of the value of d i are determined, and an UD from each d j to d i is established. In addition to the UD, a SD is established from d i to each d j . Table 1 depicts some data dependencies from the running example. Strong (+) and weak (-) types of each dependency is done by the system engineer.
The second algorithm checks the consistency between the different dependencies. The purpose is to modify the respective types of these dependencies suitably from strong to weak and vice-versa so as to ensure that dependencies Table 1 . Some data dependencies before consistency checking di → dj pp ota oda omdd bn ba · · · order date approval (oda) --n/a n/a --... order maximum date delivery (omdd) --SD(-) n/a --... Table 2 . Some data dependencies after consistency checking di → dj · · · · · · oda omdd · · · omdd --SD(+) n/a ... are consistent and deadlock free. For example, in Table 2 , the weak substitution dependency from omdd to oda is changed into strong (for the sake of clarity, Table 2 does not show all the dependencies.
Data-driven SAs discovery step. Using Table 2 , a data dependency graph is built. In this graph, each node is an atomic data, and each edge is a dependency with emphasis on update. Strong dependencies are depicted by plain lines, whereas weak dependencies are depicted by dashed lines. We, also, assume the existence of "default" strong dependencies between atomic data that belong to the same composite data, and this is done purely for consistency. These "default" dependencies are regarded as similar to strong update dependencies while determining the connected components of the graph; the connected components can be determined in linear time based on the number of nodes of the graph [5] , and this is explained below. Fig. 2 shows an example of such a graph. Fig. 2 shows that if the weak edges in the dependency graph are omitted, the resultant graph is a disconnected one, partitioned into one or more connected Clusters (C i ). Each cluster is a candidate to become a data-driven SA. Connecting the different data-driven SAs can happen through the dashed edges that symbolize weak dependencies. Later we show that the weak edges can be modeled via message passing between the different data-driven SAs [2] . The interesting insight about Fig. 2 is that product and order composite data are merged into one cluster, i.e., one potentially separate data-driven SA. Fig. 2 . Partial data dependency graph for the running example Proposition 1. If weak edges are removed from a data dependency graph, then the graph is transformed into a disconnected one, with at least two connected clusters, (proof omitted).
Proposition 1 shows that each data dependency graph that contains at least one dashed edge can be partitioned into at least two connected clusters by removing the dashed edges. This proposition provides the justification for decomposing a data dependency graph into conceptually separate clusters, with each cluster depicting the data of a data-driven SA, i.e., a "container" of the data that makes up the data-driven SA. It should be noted that each data-driven SA is strongly coupled internally and weakly coupled externally, in line with well-known software engineering principles of high cohesion and low coupling. In this figure, C 1,2,3 can refer to OrderContent, Bill, and Customer, respectively.
Operation Perspective
Establishing the operation perspective of a case study requires three steps to be detailed hereafter.
Operation space construction step. The construction of an operation space requires (1) extracting all the operations o i,i=0,··· ,m from OPERAT ION of the BA, (2) pruning these operations' names from synonyms and homonyms, and (3) describing each operation using I, O, P, E structure, where: (I: is a set of input data reported in DAT A of the BA), (O: is a set of output data reported in DAT A of the BA), (P : is a set of preconditions, which are boolean formulae that must hold true if operation o i is to start execution; these formulae are in CNF,and (E: is a set of effects, which are boolean formulae that hold true after operation o i finishes execution; these formulae are in CNF as well).
We say that o j is dependent on o i if one of the outputs of o i is an input for o j , and if e i ∈ E is an effect of o i and p j ∈ P is a precondition of o j , then e i ⇒ p j ; i.e., the effect e i subsumes the pre-condition p j .
We therefore define an operation dependency graph as a graph whose nodes correspond to operations, and whose edges correspond to dependencies between operations. Some operations from the running example are (o 1 : place order submission), (o 2 : customer history verification), and (o 3 , bill preparation).
Operation clustering within the operation space step. With an operation dependency graph in place, we have developed an algorithm to cluster operations. It groups the operations that use the same set of input data into clusters and then, relates these clusters to potential operation-driven SA.
To illustrate the operation clustering algorithm, Fig. 3 depicts the operation dependency graph for some operations identified earlier. Initially, all the nodes belong to cluster C 1 . Each operation o i has a unique index starting with 1. The algorithm treats o 1 and checks its successor, i.e., o 2 . Since both operations share common input data (namely order list of products), o 2 is assigned to C 1 . The algorithm continues with the successors of o 2 , i.e., o 3 , and so on until all the operations are processed. The various clusters created by the algorithm are depicted as C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 in Fig. 3 . The algorithm takes O(n) time, where n is the number of nodes in the operation dependency graph. In this figure, plain lines represent intra-dependencies between operations in the same clusters, while the dashed lines represent inter-dependencies between operations in separate clusters.
Operation-driven sub-artifacts discovery step. Each cluster derived using the operation clustering algorithm is a potential operation-driven SA. The reason is to link the operations that manipulate a common set of data into a common container. 
Connection Perspective
In this perspective the data-driven SAs and operation-driven SAs obtained previously are combined to form the future data-driven FAs of the future system. Data in the DAT A set are common to both SAs. The idea of the connection perspective is that the data-driven SAs provide the necessary data, and the operation-driven SAs provide the necessary operations that act on these data. Fig. 4 shows the connection perspective that leads into obtaining FAs. In Fig. 4 (a) each data-driven SA (e.g., d-SA 1 ) along with its related operationdriven SA (e.g., o-SA 1 ) form a specific FA for instance FA 1 . As a result if n data-driven SAs exist in the data perspective, the same number of FAs will exist too. To obtain the states and life cycle of a FA we capitalize on the input and Fig. 4 the intradependency between operations constitute the life cycle of a FA, whereas the inter-dependency between operations constitute message passing between the respective life cycles of the different FAs [2] . The set of final artifacts' lifecycles -modeled via their states -is depicted in Fig. 5 . Operation o 1 is represented via FA 3 , and refers to the customer placing the purchase order. Further processing of the purchase order, described as per operations o 2 and o 3 , are represented by states s 1 through s 4 in FA 1 . Operations o 4 and o 5 , which deal with billing, are represented with sub-artifact FA 2 , after which control returns to FA 1 for fulfilling the purchase order via states s 5 through s 9 . These latter states pertain to operations o 6 and o 7 .
Proof of Concept Implementation
We are now validating our business artifacts discovery and modeling method through a proof-of-concept prototype. It is implemented in Java on top of Eclipse 3.5.2. Data Perspective, Operation Perspective, and Connection Perspective Fig. 6 . Data clustering snapshot modules constitute the prototype. Each module is accessible via interfaces based on SWT/JFace components, and a graphical editor built on GEF/EMF Frameworks. Currently we can model the data and operation perspectives, run the algorithms, and derive the final artifacts (Fig. 6 ).
Conclusion
Activity-centric modeling approaches, which mainly deal with business processes, fail to quickly respond to business changes. However, data-centric modeling approaches stand out as a serious alternative to model businesses by only focusing on data instead of activities. Data are often well-defined and stable regardless of the activities that manipulate them. Based on user requirements, our discovery and modeling method identifies business artifacts. The method applies a bottom-up analysis to assess and then gather fine-grained data into clusters before defining business artifacts. Concurrently, operations are identified and gathered into clusters with respect to their common input and output data. The final step consolidates data and operations. In term of future work, three areas are identified: compliance analysis of derived business artifacts with user requirements, impact of changes in user requirements on these artifacts, and exception handling analysis.
